Halsey carves own pop path with debut album

In the spectrum of pop acts, Taylor Swift reigns supreme over the red-liquid-sweet superstar with hits like “You Belong With Me” and “Shake It Off,” while the younger import to her squad of female pop-rockers, Lorde, topped American charts with “Royals,” released to a road-trip playlist and staying light on its feet and poised for the next challenge to her takeover.

These songs set up the landscape for “New America,” in which Halsey is defining her generation with an anthem as she sings, “Self-made success is what I’m after. Halsey tops her “Badlands” repertoire, while “Hold me Down” is the fight song that stays light on its feet and poised for the next challenge to her takeover.

In an album that is laden with heavy and haunting lyrics and overall production value, “Roman Holiday” can be easily forgotten because of its simplicity. However, “Roman Holiday” holds its own as the single track that will be added to a road-trip playlist and sung loudly to. Halsey sings the words “The wind in your hair, do not-care vibe” while you are driving down the California coast or on a Vespa in Rome.

“Hurricane,” on the 16-track deluxe version of “Badlands,” which lyrically explores the enclaves of sex and drugs that her predecessors revered from.

Halsey welcomes you to “Badlands” with female empowerment tracks “Castle” and “Hold me Down.” “Castle” sees her entering a kingdom where its people already want her to be queen even though she has barely arrived. It has a no-holds-barred attitude that is reminiscent of Beyoncé’s repertoire, while “Hold me Down” is the fight song that stays light on its feet and poised for the next challenge to her takeover.
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